


Tanya Gravening: Artist Statement

Since 2010, my art has focused on environmental problems caused by plastic 
pollution. Monuments of Trash Art Project (MoTAP) is a series of paintings, 
sculptures, and functional art objects to raise consciousness of plastic pollution. The 
creative process of MoTAP includes an opportunity for people to participate in the 
project by collecting plastic trash, which is then used to construct the art work. 
MoTAP defines plastic trash as plastics not accepted by curb side recycling 
companies. Since the project began, the city of Minneapolis has altered its recycling 
policy, now accepting a greater variety of plastic and a single-sort collection 
system. Due to these changes a lot of the plastic used in MoTAP sculptures can now 
be recycled; therefore Plastic Pyramid will be dismantled and recycled at the closing 
event for this exhibition Friday, March 8, 2013.

These are some things the experts tell us about plastic pollution.

The main problem with plastic is that it doesn't biodegrade…plastic photodegrades. A plastic 

cigarette lighter cast out to sea will fragment into smaller and smaller pieces of plastic without 

breaking into simpler compounds, which scientists estimate could take hundreds of years.  (1)

About 44 percent of all seabirds eat plastic, apparently by mistake, sometimes with fatal effects. 

And 267 marine species are affected by plastic garbage—animals are known to swallow plastic 

bags, which resemble jellyfish in mid-ocean… (2)

“All too often [recycled plastic] is put on a boat. It goes all the way across the ocean at some 

expense, to wind up in a developing country…Recycling of plastic in many developing countries 

means incineration.“ (3)

“Only 8 percent of the total plastic waste generated in 2010 was recovered for recycling.” (4)

MoTAP advocates the refusal of plastic products and packaging.

1.http://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/oceanography/great-pacific-garbage-patch1.htm

2. howstuffworks.com via Charles Moore expedition findings.

3. Van Jones: The Economic Injustice of Plastic.

4. EPA.gov
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MoTAP Monuments

Plastic Obelisk
12’ ht. x 2’ w. x 2’ w.
Plastic trash
2012 

The plastic trash used to make Plastic Obelisk was 
collected by twenty people during a one month time 
span. 

Plastic Pyramid
6’ ht. x 6’ w. x 6’ w.

Plastic trash
 2013 

The plastic trash used to make Plastic Pyramid was 
collected by fifty households over a six month time 

span. 



MoTAP Bins and Canvas
MoTAP bins are plastic collecting receptacles, similar to recycling bins. The canvas that
forms the “walls” of the bin can be removed and hung on the wall.

MoTAP Turtle bin
21”ht. x 17 ¾” w. x 17 ¾” w
Mixed media on canvas with wood frame
2012

MoTAP Albatross bin canvas
21”ht. x 17 ¾” w. x 17 ¾” w.

Mixed media on canvas
2013

MoTAP Sea Horse bin canvas
21”ht. x 17 ¾” w. x 17 ¾” w.
Mixed media on canvas with wood frame
2012

MoTAP Jellyfish bin canvas
77 ½” x 26”
Mixed media on canvas
2013

MoTAP Shark! bin
21”ht. x 17 ¾” w. x 17 ¾” w.

Mixed media on canvas with wood frame
2012



MoTAP Jars
Various sizes.

Porcelain paint on reclaimed glass jars
2012-13

MoTAP Jars are intended to reduce 
packaging as containers for Bulk purchases.

Jars are dishwasher safe and attractive 
additions to any pantry.

MoTAP Art and Jars

Mexi-Minne Marlin
9”ht. x 12”w. 
Collage: cool colors collected in Mexico,
warm colors in Minnesota.
2011     

Laysan Albatross
10”ht. x 30” w
Collage: watercolor, ink-jet, plastic trash.
2012



(back of Atlantic and Pacific Ocean 
prints)

4” x 4” approximately 
Plastic lid, acrylic paint, ink-jet print and

block print.
2013 

MoTAP Mementos/Directions to Online Brochure

Atlantic Ocean
4” x 4” approximately 
Plastic lid, acrylic paint, ink-jet print and
block print. Edition of 35.
2013     

Pacific Ocean
4” x 4” approximately 
Plastic lid, acrylic paint, ink-jet print and
block print. Edition of 35.
2013 

MoTAP Mementos are an alternative to the exhibition brochure, which are often discarded.
Using reclaimed and embellished plastic lids, MoTAP Mementos provide directions to an
online brochure. There are two limited editions of MoTAP Mementos, featuring the Atlantic
Ocean and Pacific Ocean maps of our planet. The background colors are the most common
found on flags around the world. They are intended to reflect plastic pollution as a global
problem, requiring a global response.

Monuments of 
Trash Art Project [MoTAP] 

is a creative reaction to plastic 
pollution. 

In the interest of making art, not trash, 
the brochure for this exhibit is available at: 
www.tanyagravening.com/MoTAP_brochure.pdf

If you choose to keep this memento of 
the exhibit, you are challenged to reuse 

it. Perhaps a refrigerator magnet or 
coaster.

Closing Event
Friday, March 8, 2013

4:30pm -6:30pm
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